
                   
 

          
 
 
 

September 2, 2010 
 
 
Dear Colleague:   
 
In January, California adopted the first statewide mandatory green building code in the country.  The 
California Green Building Standards Code (or CALGreen) will go into effect January 2011.  The new code 
takes the important step of raising the floor by establishing minimum green building standards for most 
new construction projects.  It will have a significant impact on the design and construction industry in 
the state, and on local jurisdictions that implement the new code.   
 
As leaders in promoting a sustainable and healthy built environment, we have joined together as the 
Green Building Codes Educational Collaborative.  Our objective is to develop educational resources and 
conduct outreach to design and construction professionals as well as local officials.  We want to assist 
the industry in understanding CALGreen, particularly in the context of existing municipal codes 
referencing the LEED and GreenPoint rating systems, and national code development such as ASHRAE 
189.1.   
 
Our first deliverables are the attached references that compare the provisions of CALGreen 
(Commercial) with LEED BD+C, and a second matrix that compares CALGreen (residential) with Build it 
Green and LEED for Homes.  The purpose of these document are to allow users a quick reference 
between the well-recognized rating system’s green building credits and CALGreen measure descriptions.   
These document do not provide extensive analysis of the similarities or differences in verification of any 
of the rating systems or CALGreen.  
 
For example: professionals who are familiar with existing green rating systems, such as LEED can use 
this tool to better understand the new requirements of CALGreen. Or, if you haven’t been involved with 
any green building projects, you draw upon the rating systems’ reference guides and educational 
materials for strategies to meet similar requirements.  
 
These are living documents and we know there are areas that will need further clarification. We 
anticipate a continuous update process and will continue to release additional information as it is 
available. Over the next several months, we will also develop tools for local government officials and 
provide them with the information they need to evaluate their policy options.  In October, we also plan 
to provide educational materials and online learning opportunities for the design and construction 
industry.  
 
If you want to receive updates and information as they become available, please sign up here .  We look 
forward to working with you to ensure that California continues to be a leader in green building.     
 
Sincerely,  
 

http://you.usgbc-ncc.org/signUp.jsp?key=2069


 
Nicholas Docous, AIA 
President 
AIA California Council 
 

 
Catherine A. Merschel 
Executive Director  
Build It Green 
 

 
Barry Hooper 
Green Building Specialist 
San Francisco Dept. of the Environment 
 

 
Lynn N. Simon, FAIA, LEED AP 
President 
Simon & Associates, Inc. 
 

 
William Worthen, AIA, LEED AP 
Vice President 
Simon & Associates, Inc. 
 

 
Wendy Sommer 
Principal Program Manager 
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Dan Geiger 
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